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Introduction. If a set of four directions in a Riemannian four-dimen-

sional space, Vi, is orthogonal, then the ds2 can be expressed in terms of

their sixteen parameters, hka(xo, *i, x2, x3), as in Einstein's recent papers.

The first purpose of this paper is to set up sixteen invariant linear first-

order partial differential equations in these parameters (§2). The solutions

of these equations include all solutions for empty space of the Einstein field

equations of 1917. There is a restriction which excludes some special cases.

In addition to the hk", these sixteen equations contain four linear combina-

tions of the components of the curvature tensor. These four combinations

are to be taken as independent variables, x*.

Since only alternating tensors appear it is convenient to use Cartan's

notationf for symbolic differential forms and for their derivatives and pro-

ducts. Covariant differentiation in the sense of the absolute differential

calculus is not used, except in §4.

The components of the curvature tensor may be taken as coefficients

in the equation of a quadratic line complex in a three-dimensional projec-

tive space, P3Í§. The directions hka correspond to the vertices of a tetra-

hedron in P3. Bivector and simple bivector correspond to linear complex

and special complex. Where there is no danger of misunderstanding, the

language of F4 will be used interchangeably with that of P3. The second

purpose of this paper is the application of some of the theory of quadratic

complexes to the study of the curvatures in F4.1f

The lines which lie in a plane in P3 and which belong to the quadratic

complex are tangent to a conic. The envelope of planes for which this conic

* Presented to the Society, December 27, 1923, and September 12, 1930; received by the editors

February 20, 1930.

t Goursat, Leçons sur le Problème de Pf aß, chapters I and III.

t D. J. Struik, On sets of principal directions in a Riemannian manifold in four dimensions,

Journal of Mathematics and Physics of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, vol. 7 (1928),

p. 193.
§ E. Kretschmann, Annalen der Physik, vol. 53 (1917), p. 592.

If Jessop, Treatise on the Line Complex. See also Hudson, Kummer's Quartic Surface, and Zindler's

article in the Encyclopedia, IIIC8.
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becomes two plane pencils is a Kummer surface. For the tropes of this

surface the two vertices of these pencils coincide in a point which lies on

the surface. Each of the sixteen tropes is tangent to the surface along a

conic.

Quadratic complexes were classified by Klein in types characterized by

the elementary divisors of their quadratic forms taken with that of the

Plücker identity.  In this paper the type [llllll] is assumed throughout.

In §6, 0-functions are introduced as a further application of the theory

of complexes, and also for reasons of symmetry. No one of the ten quadrics

or of the many tetrahedra associated with the curvature tensor is held out

against the others.

1. Notation. The differential of length is the sum of the squares of four

Pfaff expressions,

wk = hk\adx" (k = 0, 1, 2, 3),

ds2 = coo2 + <¿i + w22 + ta32 ■

The Ricci coefficients of rotation are given by

dp a     p a     p et     p et      p et     p

2y Hk = hk\a(hiphj — hifhi) + hj\a(hi,,hk— hkphi) + hi\a(hkphj — hj„hk),

where the matrix hk is the reciprocal of ht\a, and the subscript p denotes

ordinary differentiation.

The components of the curvature tensor are7<,-,i¡, referred to the direc-

tions hka, found by putting three of the uk equal to zero.* Greek and Roman

indices are used when the axis-system is given by dxa = 0 and uk = 0, respec-

tively.

The symbolic product of two Pfaffians is illustrated by

[wiw2] = ki\aht\ß(dx"8xf — dxPSx").

Symbolic forms of the second and third degree are linear combinations of

dx"8xfi — dotP8xa

or

dxa8xßAxi + dxß8x^Axa + dx^8xaAxß — dxa8x-'Axß - dxPbxaAx~< — dx^ôx%xa.

If two forms have a common factor of the first degree their product is zero.

When the square of a form is written, ordinary multiplication is meant.

* Levi-Civita, A Simplified Presentation of Einstein's Unified Field Equations, p. 6, formula 8;

Vereinfachte Herstellung der Einstein'sehen einheitlichen Feldgleichungen, Sitzungsberichte der Preus-

sischen Akademie der Wissenschaften, 1929, p. 139, formula (8).
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The derivative of a form of degree » is a form of degree » +1, is indicated

by a prime, and illustrated by

»*' = Tt,i[w,-w,].

In Vi the ß* are defined as follows in terms of symbolic products of the

uk.  In P3 the definitions in terms of the Pliicker line coordinates are used :

fii = [cootoi] + [co26J3] = Pox + p2i,

ti2  =    [ü)oü>2j  +   [c03"l]' =   p02 + Pli,

iï3 = [W0W3] + [«iw2] = po3 + pn;

fli = —  [wowi] + [co2co3] = — pox + p23,

ü2   =   —    [íüoC02]  +   L«3"l]   =   —   /»02 + ^11,

fi3 = — [woto3] -(- [wiío2] = — pos + pxi-

These expressions equated to zero are the six fundamental complexes of

Klein.

The following equations define the Pfaff expressions m* and flk:

Mi = (Toi* + 723*)"*, Mi = (— 7oi* + 723*)"*,

(1.2) fi2 = (702* + 73i*)w*, fi2 = (— T02* + 731*)"*,

Ms =  (703* + 712*)«*, M3 =  (— 703* + 7l2*)«*-

Then, from (1.1) and (1.2),

Qi = [Û2M3] - [Û3M2],       0/ = [Q1JEE1] - [Qtßt],

(1.3) o/ = [n3Mi] - [OiMt],      Qi = [O3/Î1] - [ñi/is],

fis'  =  [ßiM2] - [ÍÍ2M1], «s   =  [Qxß2] -  [Otfti].

To the hypercone óf minimal directions in F4 corresponds a quadric

surface in P3, which will be referred to as ds2.

2. First-order differential equations. For the ds2 of §1 the Einstein field

equations for empty space can be written as follows:

(2.1) 701,01 — 723,23 = 0,

(2.2) 702,02  —  731,31 =  0,

(2.3) 703,03  —  712,12 =   0,

(2.4) 702,03 + 731,03  —  702,12  _  731,12  =   0,

(2.5) 702,03  —  731,03 + 702,12  _ 731,12  =   0,

(2.6) 703,01 + 712,01  —  703,23  ~  712,23   =   0,
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(2.7) 703,01  —  7l2,01 + 703,23  —  712,23  =   0,

(2.8) 701,02 + 723,02  —  701,31  —  723,31  =   0,

(2.9) 701,02  —  723,02 + 701,31  ~  723,31   =  0.

A consequence of these nine is the tenth equation

(2.10) 7oi,oi + 7o2,o2 + 703,03 = const, (the cosmological X).

The nine equations can be written as the following three equations in sym-

bolic differential forms of the second degree, each equivalent to six scalar

equations :*

(2.11) Mi + [MiMi] = A nui + AÍ2Ü2 + Ai3ü3,

(2.12) pi + [p3pi] = fulfil + A22ü2 + A23Q3,

(2.13) n¿ + [pipa] = i3A + A32ü2 + A3sÜ3 (Aik = Akj).

Symbolic multiplication by ßi, ß2, ß3 gives the equations (2.1) to (2.9)

as indicated in the following table.

(2.11) (2.12) (2.13)

Öi    (2.1) (279) (2.6)

öj    (2.8) (2.2) (2.5)

fi3    (2.7) (2.4) (2.3)
à

The A ¡k are undetermined coefficients which drop out for these multipli-

cations, because the complexes ß are in involution, or in other words, be-

cause the symbolic product of any two different ones is zero.

Another way of writing the field equations is as follows :

(2.14) ß{ + [ß2ßa] = JiA + liÄ + JuQz,

(2.15) p{ + [ß3ßi] = A2iQi + A22Q2 + A23Q3,

(2.16) ßi + [ßiß2] = 43ifii + 43202 + A33U3 (A~jk = Akj).

The quadratic complex whose coefficients are the components of the cur-

vature tensor is then

(2.17) AUQ¿ + A22M + A33Üi + IiiÖi2 + Z22Û22 + J33Ö32

+ 2(42302Í23 -f- ^43iS23S2i + ^4i2Sli02 + A23ü2 Í23+ A~3itt3Qi + Zi2Qiß2) = 0.

The products are ordinary, not symbolic.

If the complex is of type [111111], it has associated with it six fundamen-

* Cartan, Equations de la Gravitation d'Einstein, Journal de Mathématiques, (9), vol. 1 (1922),

p. 153.
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tal linear complexes.* From the way in which these are found it follows from

(2.17) that the field equations for empty space are the necessary and sufficient

condition that the three linear complexes of one regulus of ds2 be linear combina-

tions of three of the fundamental complexes, and that the complexes of the other

regulus be combinations of the remaining three. If the complex is not of the

above type this statement may require modification.

By multiplying (2.11) symbolically with ß1} and (2.12) with ß3 (or (2.13)

with ß2) it is seen that

2i4u = 701,01 + 2701,23 + 723,23   (cyclic 1, 2, 3),

2^23   =  702,03 + 731,03 + 702,12 + 731,12      (cyclic  1, 2, 3),

and similarly

2^4n = 701,01 - 2701,23 + 723,23    (cyclic 1, 2, 3),

2A23  =   702,03  —  731,03  ~  702,12 + 731,12      (CVCÜC 1, 2, 3).

So far there are nine independent equations in the sixteen unknowns,

hk".   For the purposes of this section there are added the   six  equations

(2.18) Aik = Jik = 0 (/**).

This reduces the quadratic complex to the Klein form, and amounts to tak-

ing the axes of reference in F4 as directions which are cut by the P3 in any

one of those six fundamental tetrahedra which are self-polar with respect

to ds2. In fact the field equations in the case [111111] are satisfied if and only if

there are six tetrahedra which simultaneously reduce the ds2 to a sum of squares

of Pfaffians and the quadratic complex to the Klein form.

Differentiating (2.11), in the sense of Cartan, and using (2.18), we get

[p¿p3] - [/tint] = AxxÜ{ + [Axlüx].

Substituting for M2', M3', and ß/ from (2.12), (2.13), and (1.3), we get the four

scalar equations included in the third-degree symbolic equation

A22[Q2ß3]   - ¿33[03M2]   =  An([Q2fl3]   -   [ÎÎ3M2])  +   [All'ü2],

and also get five other sets of four equations from (2.12) to (2.16).

These equations written in full are as follows:

Ao"d;lii/dxa = (.433 — .411X7022 + 7312) — (A xx — ^22X7033 + 7m),

hxadAxx/dxa = (A33 — Axx)(— 7023 — 7313) — 0411 — A 22) (y032 + 7m),

h2adAxx/dxa = (A33 — Axx)(— 7020 — 7310) — (411 — A 22) (— 7031 — 7121),

h3adAxx/dxa = 0433 — ^11X7021 + 7311) — 0411 — A22)( — 7o3o — 7120);

* Jessop, loc. cit., p. 189, and Klein, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 2 (1870), p. 198.
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(2.20) In (2.19) the indices (1, 2, 3) are replaced with (2, 3, 1);

(2.21) In (2.19) the indices (1, 2, 3) are replaced with (3, 1, 2);

ho"dAu/dxa = (433 — An)(y022 — 73i2) — (An — ¿22)(7o33 — 7m),

hiadln/dxa = (133 - 4u)(7023 - 7313) - (4u - A22)(- 7032 + 7m),

kfdAii/dx" = (A33 — An)(— 7c2o + 73io) — (An — A~22)(y03i — 7121),

hfdAn/dxa = (J33 - An)(- 7o2i + 7311) - C4n - A22)(— 7030 + 7120);

(2.23) In (2.21) the indices (1, 2, 3) are replaced with (2, 3, 1);

(2.24) In (2.21) the indices (1, 2, 3) are replaced with (3, 1, 2).

The addition of (2.19), (2.20), and (2.21) shows that

^11 + ^22 + ^33 = const, (the cosmological X),

and similarly _        _       _
^11 + ^22 + ^33  = X.

There remain sixteen independent equations, for example (2.20), (2.21),

(2.23), and (2.24). If four of the ^4's are independent, which is to be expected

in the general case, they may be taken as independent variables. The main

result of this section may be expressed as follows.

Every solution of the Einstein field equations in empty space, oftype\W 1111],

and with four independent components of the curvature, is included (up to

change of variable) among the solutions of the linear first-order equations(2.19)

to (2.24), where

An = X — x° — xl,       An = X — x2 — x3,

^422 = x°, A22 = x2,

A33 = x1, A33 = x3,

and the y a» are the Ricci coefficients of rotation.

If there are any solutions of this type for which the ^4's are not inde-

pendent, the elimination of the .4's would lead to algebraic equations in the

coefficients of rotation.

Conversely it can be shown by differentiation that a consequence of

(2.19) etc. is

Ajk =1jk = 0 (j ^ k).

3. Characteristic properties of the complex for the case X = 0. As before,

it is possible to impose six conditions on the twelve A's appearing in (2.11)
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to (2.16).  Suppose that this is done so that they are given by the following

combinations of six new functions bx, b2, b3, axx, «22, a33:

Aik = 2bibk + aik (j,k = 1,2,3);

A ¡k = ajk (ajk = 0, j ^ k).

The quadratic complex is then referred to a Rosenhain tetrahedron of

nodes and tropes, found by taking the polar planes of any node in ßi, ß2, ßs,

and the poles of these planes with respect to the same complexes.*

Its equation in Plücker coordinates is

[*i(íoi + pu) + b2(p02 + p3x) + b3(p03 + pxi) ]2

+ 2axxpoip23 + 2a22p02p3i + 2a33po¡spi2 = 7>j,*i/>»í/>*i = 0,

being given by adding the squared equation of a linear complex to that of

a tetrahedral complex.   If X = 0, it follows from (2.10) that

(3.2) bx2 + b22 + bi = 0.

Therefore the linear complex is special (the bivector is simple) and its

directrix is one of the lines of that regulus of ds2 which is given by

ni = ai -b & = 0.

In Hudson's notation (p. 78) the vertices of the tetrahedron chosen

aHiove are the nodes corresponding to four dots in a row. Four dots in a

column might have been used. This would lead to a line in the other regulus.

It is characteristic of the case X = 0 that the eight linear complexes asso-

ciated with the eight Rosenhain tetrahedra of nodes self-polar with respect to ds2

are special.  Their lines are rulings of ds2, four to each regulus.

The rest of this section is devoted to formulas for these lines. There is

a principal tangent on the Kummer surface whose tangent lines are second-

order singular lines of the complex, f Let (r0, rx, r2, r3) be the coordinates,

referred to a fundamental tetrahedron, of the one point not a node where

this curve touches the conic in one of the tropes (to, tx, t2, t3). Then (r) is

also the plane tangent to the same principal tangent through the node which

is the pole of that trope in ds2. For the node (t) the complex cone degenerates

into the pencil of lines in the plane (r) through the point (t). For the trope

(t) the complex conic degenerates into the pencil in the plane (/) through the

point (r).

The four nodes (tropes) of the Rosenhain tetrahedron and the plants

* Jessop, loc. cit., p. 157, and Hudson, loc. cit., p. 83.

f Jessop, loc. cit., p. 95.
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(points) of the corresponding pencils as j'ust described are given in the

following table.

Corresponding planes (points) referred to

a tetrahedron which is

Fundamental Rosenhain

ro,     rh     r2,     r3       0,    bh     b2,

-ri,    r0,    r3, -r2    -h,    0,    bh

—r2, —r3,     ro,     ri    — b2, —bz,    0 ,

— r3,     r2, —rh     r0    —b3,    b2, —bh

From the usual formulas for the incidence of line and plane and from

(3.2) it is seen that the four planes of the last set contain the directrix of

the special complex (b).  Therefore the determinant of the third set is zero

and of rank two. The resulting equation is

Nodes (tropes) referred to a

tetrahedron which is

Fundamental        Rosenhain

h,     k,     t2,     t3   1,  0,  0,  0

-k,     to,     k, -t2   0,   1,  0,  0

-k, -h,     to,     k   0,  0,   1,  0
-k,     k, -k,     k   0,  0,  0,   1

6,
-b2

bi
0

(3.3) ro2 + ri + ri + ri = 0

which states that the point (plane) (r) lies on (is tangent to) the quadric di2.

In the following table the four points in any row or column lie on a line.

These eight lines are those referred to in the above italicized statement.

ro, *u r2, r3

fit ~ro, r3, —r2

r2, —r3, —ro, fi

»"3, r2, —fi, —ro

•fit ro, r3,

ro, fit —f.,

r3, r2, ri,

-r2, r3, —ro,

■r.

-fj

7-0

Tl

— r2, —r3, ro, ri

— r3, r2, ri, —ro

ro, —fit r2, —r3

ri, ro, r3, r2

— r3, r2, — ri, ro

r2, r3, ro, ri

— ri, —ro, r3, r2

ro, —fit —r2, r3

In computing this result it is convenient to have the 7i,-,*i or Aik ex-

pressed in terms of the rk and tk. Let the coefficient of proportionality of the

tk be chosen so that

I>*2 = 1.

Then the required expressions are obtained from the analytic statement that

the complex cone through (/) is the plane (r) taken twice. All the 7 ,-,•,*■

can be obtained from the following, which also give the factor of propor-

tionality of the rk:

(3.4) 7oi,oi + 702,31 - 703,12 = - (wi + r2r3)/(tok + t2t3) (cyclic 1, 2, 3);

(3.5) 701,01 - 702,31 + 7o3,i2 - — (— r0ri + r2r3)/(- tok + t2t3) (cyclic 1, 2, 3);

»"02   =  701.01Í12   + 702,02<22   + 703,03<32,

»"I2   =  701,oA2   + yOl.Olh2   + 703,03<22,

(3.6)
ri   =  701,01<32   + 702,02*0     + 703,03'l2,

ri   =  701.01Í22   + 702.02Í12   + 703.03Í02-
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No use was made of X = 0 in the derivation of equations (3.4), (3.5), and

(3.6), and they are true if X^O.

The addition of the four equations (3.6) and substitution from (2.10)

give

(3.7) ro2 +ri + r22 + r32 = X.

The complex cone for each of the sixteen points (r) in the tropes as de-

scribed above, degenerates into the plane (t) which contains that (r), and

another plane (w). The coordinates of (w) are readily obtained from its

definition. Then the differences between the cases X = 0 and X^O are given

in the following table of incidences. The entries "yes" and

whether there is incidence or not.

"no" indicate

X = 0

Planes

t        r       w

\*0
Plaines

t        r        w

t

Points,      r

w

No    Yes   Yes t

Yes   Yes   Yes     Points,      r

Yes   Yes   No w

No    Yes   No

Yes   No    Yes

No    Yes   No

If X = 0, and not otherwise, the point (w) lies on the conic in the trope

(/), and is in fact the other point besides (r) where the plane (r) cuts the

conic.  Also, in this case only, the line joining (r) and (w) is tangent to ds2.

It is characteristic of the case X = 0 that the point (r) which lies on the

conic also lies on the quadric ds2. Since there are four such points, there

are four complexes in the co-singular family for which X = 0.f

4. Singular lines of the quadratic complex. If a vector is displaced par-

allel to itself around an infinitesimal parallelogram it will not in general

return to its original position. In this section the cases where it does so

return are described in terms of the singular lines of the complex. | The

Einstein equations and a fundamental tetrahedron of reference are assumed

with either X = 0 or X?*0. The vector difference between the vector in its

final and initial positions is given by

(4.1) Av> = 7<í,*¡"i"***'i = hfUMpikV^

where w* and œ* are the differentials determining the parallelogram.   If

there is a vk for which Aft* vanishes for a given pM, then the determinant of

t Jessop, loc. cit., chapter 8.

% Jessop, loc. cit., p. 90.
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coefficients of i* is zero, and in fact of rank two. The point »* can lie any-

where on a certain line (ski). The condition on (pk¡) turns out to be

(4.2) An(poi + p23)2 - Zn(- poi + p23)2 + (cyclic 1, 2, 3) = 0.

The Pliicker coordinates of the line (s) are

Soi = 7oi,oi/>23 + 701.2SÍ01,    s23 = 7oi,oiíoi + 7oi,23P23 (cyclic 1, 2, 3).

If the line (p) cuts the line (5) then

(4.3) An(Poi + p23)2 + ln(- poi + pM)2 + (cyclic 1, 2, 3) = 0,

which is the same as the original complex yij,kiPnpki = 0. Equations (4.2)

and (4.3) state that (p) is a singular line of the first order. If in addition (s)

belongs to the complex (4.3), then

An(Poi + p23)2 + 4n(- Poi + p23)2 + (cyclic 1, 2, 3) = 0,

and (p) is a singular line of the second order.

5. Through a point in any Vt there are two-spread elements having

the property that if any vector in the element is displaced around a closed

path in the element, then the increment of the vector will lie in the element.

In the relativity case for empty space there are twenty-six of these. In P3

the Pliicker coordinates of the corresponding lines referred to a funda-

mental tetrahedron are given in the following table:

Pui P<a p(x Pn pu Pu

ösuchas 1, 0, 0 0, 0, 0

12    "   " 1, 1, 0 1, -1, 0
4    «   "   (.Au-Avy^etiAu-AuyK.etiAn-Avyi*      (Aa-Atl)'l\    e¿Atí-An)"\   e¡(Au-Aay»

4    "   '   (Za-Z.aVVÄ-IiO'VaCiii-ia)1'2 -¿Ïb-Zb)1", -e2(I»-Ill)1'^-*(Iu-.ïa)1/,

where e2 and e3 are either +1 or — 1. The first eighteen listed above are the

edges of the six fundamental tetrahedra which are self-polar with respect

to ds2, and the other eight are rulings of ds2. This table was computed from

(4.1) and from the equations which state that vk and Avk lie on pik.

6. 0-functions. This section contains formulas for the components of

the curvature in terms of 0-functions of two variables. The coordinates of

points on the Kummer surface are expressed uniformly by means of these

functions.* The branch points of the corresponding Riemann surface are

-4u, An, A33, —In, —Ä22, —A33, defined in §2, with Ajk = 0 iorj^k. Using

^2rktk = 0, the equations (3.4) and (3.5) may be written

* Encyklopädie der Mathematischen Wissenschaften, II B7, p. 747. Humbert, Journal de

Mathématiques, (4), vol. 9 (1893), p. 29. Hudson, loc. cit., p. 181. This reference is probably the

most convenient in this connection.
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— 2 2 2

(6.1) 701,01 + 702,31 — 703.12 =   —   (íÍ2.rí—ßl,r<—  ^2,rí+ qi)/Qi,

2 — 2 — 2 — —
(6.2) 701,01  —  702.Ü1 + 703,12  =   —   (fl2,rí—  8l,r<—   ÍÍ2.rl+ qi)/QÍ ,

where

Œi,r< = rito — rotx + r3t2 — r2t3 (cyclic 1, 2, 3),

ßi.r« = - rxto + r„tx + r¡¡l2 — r2t3 (cyclic 1, 2, 3),

qx = rxto + rotx + r3t2 + r2t3,

qi = — rxto — »Vi + rfa + r2t3,

Qx = 2(«i + tif»), Qi = 2(- Wi + titi).

The expressions appearing on the right hand sides are the bilinear and

quadratic forms discussed in Hudson.* The quadratic forms Qx and Qx

with the eight other similar ones are the squares of 0-functions with zero

arguments, with a factor of proportionality kx. Let u = («i, u?) be the para-

meters of the point r*. Since (r) is on the conic in trope (/), the 6 with zero

characteristic vanishes, ô0(«) = 0. Then the bilinear forms in tk and r*are

the squares of the thetas with argument («),f with a factor of proportion-

ality k2. Hudson's notation for the characteristics (p. 178) will be used.

The zero characteristic is denoted by the symbol dd or 0.

The factor &i is given by

(6.3) 1 = ¿101(0).

If X 9a 0, the factor k2 may be found as follows. The sum of the squares

of the bilinear forms appearing in any row or column of the table in Hudson

(p. 30) is found to be^r2 which by (3.7) is equal to X. Thus

ki [(fju) + (fju) + £(«) + e'ju)] = x.

Replacing the bracket by its equivalent in terms of a theta with doubled

argument^

(6.4) ki (?di(0)6di(2u) = X.

Equation (6.1) then becomes

(6.5) 7oi,oi + 7o2,3i-7o3,12= - ki [&ha(u) — 6*bc(u)

-£(«)+O«)]/{W^(0)}-

* Loc. cit., p. 30.

f Hudson, loc. cit., p. 180.
Î Schleiermacher, Mathematische Annalen, vol. 50 (1898), p. 200, formula 4.
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This bracket also may be simplified by using the thetas with doubled argu-

ment. In the Riemann theta formula,* put the characteristics p = 0 and

a = 0 and

u' + v' + w' + t' = 2m,        2m' = m,

u' + v' - w' - t' = 0, 2v' = M,

u' - v' + w' - t' = 0, 2w' = M,

u' - v' - w' + t' = 0, 2t' = u.

and  the  bracket becomes dld(0)dad(2u).    On replacing the kx and k2 by

their values from (6.3) and (6.4), equation (6.5) becomes

(6.6) 701,01 + 702,31  —  703,12   —

\9dd(0) eai(2u)

8dd(2u)   6ad(0)

Thus the desired expressions for the components of the curvature tensor

in the case X?¿0 are given in the following table of ten equations; each of the

sixteen elements in the first matrix is equal to the corresponding element in

the second with the indicated factor:

-x,
0 ,

0 ,

0 ,

with

0,

X —2701,01,

703,03 + 701,23-Y02,3X,

702,02 — 703,12 + 701,23,

/Mk
UX>)    ,

o   ,
,00-,

0    ,

o   ,

o,

703,03 — 701,23 + 702,31,

X—2702,02,

701,01 + 702,31 — 703,12,

0,0,      0

(m) , — (10),    (00)

/OK /0<K   _/10\
1.00,)   ,      UlJi      K0V

~ (11) >    (00),    (10)

0

702 ,02 + 703 ,12 — 701,23

701,01 — 702,31 + 703,12

X—2703,03

7.7,1* = 0      (j ^ k);     701,01 = 723,23      (cyclic 1, 2, 3)

where the symbol (^f) denotes the quotient

e[$](2u)/d[?s](0).

The derivation of the other equations in the table is similar to that of (6.6).

If X = 0, the point (r) whose parameters are (u) lies on ds2, and therefore

0dd(2u) = 0.f  The same equations are true in this case, with a different fac-

* Krazer, Theorie der Zweifach Unendlichen Thetareihen, pp. 2,9 and 65 (the case 8—10—14+2).

See also the Encyclopedia article above, p. 673.

t Hudson, loc. cit., p. 189.
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tor of proportionality. This factor cannot be found in terms of the yn,u

at a single point in Vi.

7. Reality relations.   In the formula

ds2 = wi + o>i2 + o^2 + w32,

wo is a pure imaginary and the other wk are real, for real values of the x"

and ¿x". This convention of signs, while not the usual one, is used so that

the writers on the line complex may be more closely followed. The coeffi-

cients of rotation yiik and the curvatures 7 <,-,*» are real if the index 0 occurs

an even number of times, and are otherwise pure imaginary. In the preced-

ing sections the bar over a letter has meant a different function. In the physi-

cal case the bar is to mean conjugate imaginary.*

A point in P3, or vector in Vi} is real if the ratio of the jth coordinate

(j = 1,2,3) to the 0th is pure imaginary. From (3.1) and (3.2) it can be shown

that each of the four points (r) in the four real tropes is real. These are the

points on the main diagonal of the table before (3.4). Only one of the six

fundamental tetrahedra self-polar with respect to ds2 has four real vertices.

If the 0-functions are defined as in Hudson (p. 176) and in Baker's book

on Abelian functions (p. 248),

6 [ß'S] («) =   E exp {2iri(n + *a) (u + \ß) + irir(n + h«)2\,

where a, ß, n and u are row letters and t is a two-by-two matrix, then m

is the negative conj'ugate of t22, and tJ2 is pure imaginary.

This is now proved by considering the hyperelliptic integrals of the first

kind:

/dz                    f zdz-) W2 =    I   -;

R                  J    R

R = [(An - z)(- In - z)(A22 - z)(- 122 - z)(A33 - z)(- J33 - z)]1'2.

The six branch points are situated symmetrically with respect to the axis

of imaginaries. This follows from the expressions for the A ¡¡ and A,-,- in

§2, and from the reality criterion near the beginning of this section. In con-

structing the Riemann surface take, for example, the fli and Z>i cutsf wholly

in the first and fourth quadrants. Then take the a2 and b2 cuts symmetri-

cally in the second and third. The moduli of periodicity are seen to have

the reality relations given by the following table:

* The situation is discussed in Hudson's book on p. 126, under the case IVa.

f See Goursat-Appell, Théorie des Fonctions Algébriques et de leurs Intégrales,  Chapter III, pp.

132, 133, 151 for notation and details.
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Wi

w2

ai

c2

a2

-Ci

+ c2

h_

Di

D*

+ Di

-D2

When the integrals are normalized in the usual way the required result is

obtained. From this result and from the definition of the thetas it follows

that Odd(0) is real, and then that the ten non-vanishing thetas with zero argu-

ment, when arranged as in §6, form an Hermitian matrix.

8. The Schwarzschild solution. This does not come under the preceding

discussion because the complex is not of type [111111]. In fact if x0 is the

time, and Xi is taken radially from the central mass, then

_ 2m
An = An =-->    A22

xi
A22 = A33 = A¡

_ m

xi

The complex is of type [(11)(11)11] and is a special case of the harmonic

complex.*

The detailed examination of the complex (2.7) shows that the field equa-

tions exclude the cases of elementary divisors listed below. All except these

twelve are algebraically possible :

[(222)],      [(411)],      [(42)],      [(51)],      [6],
[(22)2],       [4(H)],       [42], [51],
[222], [(41)1],

[411].

Jessop, loc. cit., pp. 209, and 111.

Lehigh University,

Bethlehem. Pa.


